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National research: performance agreements signed
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Dear reader

Our recent official visit to the US state of Massachusetts gave us the opportunity to 
talk with various individuals who have ties to the Swiss education, research and inno-
vation landscape. Before moving to the United States, these individuals of various 
nationalities spent their entire career, or at least a part of it, in Switzerland. Here, I am 
referring to PhD students, postdoctoral students, lead researchers, professors, found-
ers of start-up companies and other prominent figures.

All of these individuals share at least two things in common. First, they have been 
successful in their careers in a state considered to be the most innovative in the United 
States (according to the State Science and Technology Index), a state that is also home 
to some of the world’s best universities and research institutes – e.g. Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) or Harvard. Anyone who manages to hold his or her own 
in such a strong research and innovation location as this, is undoubtedly a very re-
markable person indeed.

The second thing in common: they all agree that the experiences in Switzerland were 
extremely helpful in their later careers. Because the Swiss ERI sector is so small, and 
competition so hard, it spurs people to surpass themselves. In particular, they praised 
the systemic permeability and the resulting partnership dynamics between competent 
individuals from all education and training backgrounds.

Coming back to these mobile super-achievers. It would certainly have been a mis-
placed strategy for Swiss ERI policies to focus primarily on this particular group. Like-
wise, it would also not have been proper for education and research policies to be 
oriented exclusively on addressing local needs – i.e. adequate number of specialists in 
science, technology, engineering and mathematics, doctors or other urgently needed 
professionals. The state and its education system do not only serve the interests of 
Swiss nationals who remain in Switzerland. They are also there for those who are 
willing and able to pursue their careers and lives elsewhere.

What is called for is a smart combination of two things: a national system that is 
strong enough to make its own contributions to a globalised world, particularly in the 
area of science, while at the same time remaining open to international exchange. 
This requires a largely cosmopolitan outlook as well as an understanding that the sum 
of a many individual parts enables us all to become successful together.

Mauro Dell’Ambrogio
The State Secretary for Education, Research and Innovation

SERI NEWS 6/17 l EDITORIAL
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be forced to do so. However, benefits can 
be derived when VPET partners at all levels 
and in all joint projects continuously re-
mind each other of the rules of the game.

Are we charting new territory with 
this charter?
The charter is nothing new. It replaces the 
2007 Magglingen Guidelines. It is impor-
tant to recall that when the Vocational 
and Professional Education and Training 
Act (VPETA) was enacted, the VPET part-
nership concept was still a rather novel 
concept. At the time, healthcare, social 
care, art, agriculture and forestry had only 
just been placed under the scope of VPETA 
and had to be included within the VPET 
system. In other words, we needed to get 
used to working together. The Magglin-
gen Guidelines are therefore a reflection 
of the mindset of the time. Today, we find 
ourselves in a completely different reality 
than in 2007. For this reason, EBBK has up-
dated the original document – one might 
even say that the document now reflects 
the degree of maturity of the VPET part-
nership. The charter has borrowed some 
of the points from the original guidelines 
but has also added a few new ones.

What will change after the charter is 
introduced?
I hope at least that the work carried out 
by VPET partners on common projects will 
become somewhat easier if everyone ad-
heres to it. The charter is not binding but 
rather something being offered. However, 
we are counting on the multiplier effect 
that it will have. For each commission, 
project and process, we constantly have 
to renegotiate the terms of cooperation. 
The charter is a template that establishes 
certain principles. It can be taken as is or 
adapted to suit specific circumstances.

The EBBK would like to see this charter 
applied in as many locations as possible. 

Why is a charter necessary?
Josef Widmer: The Vocational and Profes-
sional Education and Training Act (VPE-
TA) establishes the terms of cooperation 
between the Confederation, the cantons 
and professional organisations, which are 
collectively referred to as VPET partners. 
Generally speaking, each of the three 
partners has a specific role to play: the 
Confederation is responsible for strategic 
planning; the cantons ensure that meas-
ures are properly implemented and su-
pervise the three main learning locations 
(i.e. vocational school, host company and 
branch training centre) in dual-track VET 
programmes; and finally, professional or-
ganisations are responsible for deciding 
on training content and their member 
companies create apprenticeship places. 
Despite the clear allocation of responsibili-
ties, there are several areas in which activ-
ities overlap. Even in legislation, it is often 
the case that two partners are required to 
work together to carry out a given task. 

In order for all of this to work, the Fed-
eral Commission for Vocational and Pro-
fessional Education and Training (EBBK) 
feels that an instrument is needed to 
clarify some of the rules of cooperation. 
The EBBK has called this instrument a 
charter because it is nothing more than 
a voluntary commitment. VPET partners 
are invited to adhere to these principles 
whenever possible. Of course, no one can 

VPET Partnership Charter

Basic principles of cooperation within the VPET system

The Federal Commission for Vocational and Professional Education and Training (EBBK) recently adopted the VPET 
Partnership Charter. This document replaces the Magglingen Guidelines introduced ten years ago. With this charter, 
the three main partners within the Swiss VPET – the Confederation, the cantons and professional organisations – now 
have an instrument establishing important rules for cooperation with one another. For Josef Widmer, EBBK President 
and SERI Deputy Director, this charter is an important instrument enabling the three VPET partners to work together 
to find good solutions for the VPET system.

We want it to be visible, for its effects 
to be felt and to become a surefire suc-
cess. I intend to do my part in ensuring 
that SERI applies the charter in all areas 
of activity.

When will the charter become useful?
The charter is not legally binding. It will 
not help in matters where there is a need 
to clarify who is legally right or wrong. 
However, it can help to facilitate process-
es where consensus is needed. And as it 
turns out, this is always the case with the 
VPET partnership. Mutually agreed upon 
rules, such as those set forth in the charter 
are important when an ongoing process 
comes to a standstill. It is also crucial for 
the rules of the game to be decided be-
fore the ‘match gets started.

The EBBK encourages all VPET partners to 
provide their representatives with a copy 
of this charter, to discuss it with them and 
reach a common understanding of how 
the VPET partnership should work and de-
velop. If the charter can help to achieve a 
situation in which consensus is built not 
merely on the common denominator but 
rather on a ‘win-win’ situation, then the 
intensive discussions at EBBK will have not 
been in vain and the VPET system as a 
whole will benefit.

Contact
Josef Widmer, SERI Deputy Director
  +41 58 463 76 12
  josef.widmer@sbfi.admin.ch 

Further information
Download of the charter:  
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/berufsbildung_en

For hardcopy versions, please contact:
SERI, VPET Policy Section, 
Einsteinstrasse 2, 3003 Bern
  + 41 58 465 57 22
  berufsbildungspolitik@sbfi.admin.ch
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What is new?
The VPET Partnership Charter builds on the management control cycle principle. It describes the principles of cooperation through 
keywords ‘Plan’, ‘Decide’, ‘Implement’ and ‘Evaluate’. These keywords should be applied to all projects pursued jointly by VPET 
partners. In addition, the charter is intended to foster a fundamental attitude that is independent from individual processes. 
Unlike the Magglingen Guidelines from 2007, no current topics or projects are mentioned.

FUNDAMENTAL ATTITUDE
In their respective areas of responsibility, VPET partners shall foster partner-
ship dynamics between actors and shall take stock of the state of cooperation 
at regular intervals.

1 PLAN
1.1 Management
Managers representing VPET partners shall 
use facts when establishing common ob-
jectives and deciding on the future direc-
tion of the VPET system and shall align 
themselves accordingly. Ad-equate time 
shall be set aside for coordination within 
the hierarchy.

1.2 Cooperation
VPET partners shall involve relevant 
stakeholders as early as the launch phase 
of a project or when preparing solu-
tions. They shall take all possible steps 

to ensure that the concerns of these 
stakeholders are taken into account.

2 DECIDE
2.1 Willingness to compromise
VPET partners shall work together to 
find solutions and understand that 
reaching compromises is part of this 
process.

2.2 Listening
VPET partners shall give their fellow 
partners the opportunity to express their 
views on the proposed solution before a 
final decision is taken.

2.3 Responsibility
VPET partners shall assume their respon-
sibilities and recognise their respective 
areas of authority under the Vocational 
and Professional Education and Training 
Act. They shall also accept and respect 
those of the other partners.

2.4 Decision
VPET partners are aware that even ques-
tionable decisions need to be made in 
order to ensure the unhindered develop-
ment and implementation of the VPET 
system. If VPET partners are unable 
to find a mutually acceptable solution 
despite their best efforts, then the de-
cisions shall be reached by the corre-
sponding executive bodies under the 
Vocational and Professional Education 
and Training Act.

2.5 Acceptance
VPET partners shall take steps to antic-
ipate the possible effects of their deci-
sion on other partners and strive for the 
broadest possible level of acceptance of 
the final decision reached.

3 IMPLEMENT
3.1  Reliability
In their respective areas of authority, 
VPET partners shall strive for mutually 
agreed upon objectives wherever pos-
sible.

3.2 Anchoring
VPET partners are aware that the VPET 
partnership extends to all levels of the 
VPET system. In this respect, they help to 
anchor the charter in various economic 
branches, cantons and regions.

4 EVALUTE
VPET partners shall evaluate the func-
tioning and quality of their partnership 
at regular intervals and shall draw the 
necessary conclusions.
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funding. In the Federal Council Dispatch 
on the Promotion of Education, Research 
and Innovation for 2017–2020, approved 
by the Swiss Parliament, a total of CHF 
25.7 million (CHF 10.7 million for adult 
education organisations and CHF 15 mil-
lion for cantonal programmes for adult 
acquisition of basic skills) has been set 
aside in support of these objectives. SERI 
began distributing these funds at the end 
of April 2017.

Federal funding for adult education 
organisations
Under Article 12 CETA, the Confederation 
may provide funding for adult education 
organisations that pursue overarching ac-
tivities that benefit the Swiss CET sector 
as a whole. This funding may be used for 
the following purposes:
• Information for the general public on 

adult education-related topics, particu-

SERI NEWS 6/17 l CET

The Continuing Education and Training 
Act is the first piece of federal legislation 
establishing a legal basis for uniform pol-
icymaking within the Swiss CET sector. 
CETA is mainly intended as a means of 
establishing general principles such as 
the recognition of prior learning, quality 
control and equal opportunities. It also es-
tablishes overarching criteria. The applica-
tion of these general principles is left up to 
special purpose legislation, which may also 
include provisions on support measures.

For this reason, the measures set forth 
in the Continuing Education and Train-
ing Act are mainly focussed on systemic 
aspects, namely on general-purpose pro-
jects or policy research. One exception, 
however, is adult education and adult 
acquisition of basic skills, which are spe-
cifically mentioned in the Continuing Ed-
ucation and Training Act as qualifying for 

Implementation of Continuing Education and Training Act

Federal funding for adult education organisations and 
cantonal programmes for adult acquisition of basic skills
The Continuing Education and Training Act (CETA) came into effect in 2017. Among other things, this piece of legis-
lation stipulates that the Confederation may provide funding for cantonal programmes aimed at helping adults to 
acquire basic skills. The State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) has received confirmation from 
18 cantons that wish to sign performance agreements in exchange for this funding. In addition, seven adult education 
organisations will receive funding to carry out activities to improve the quality and availability of adult education 
courses all over Switzerland. Under CETA provisions, SERI also has the option of providing funds for relevant research 
and studies.

larly campaigns to raise awareness of 
the importance of lifelong learning;

• Coordination activities within networks 
to improve adult education;

• Measures to ensure and improve quality 
and develop adult education courses of 
great public interest.

For the 2017–2020 period, SERI has a 
total budget CHF 10.7 million for adult 
education organisations. This funding will 
be allocated in annual tranches of just 
under CHF 2.7 million. SERI distributed 
the first tranche to the following seven 
organisations in the spring of 2017 under 
the terms of a corresponding mandate:
• Swiss Association for Adult Learning 

(SVEB)
• Swiss Literacy Association
• Swiss Association of Adult Education 

Centres
• Swiss Parenting Education Association
• Movendo
• Plusbildung – Swiss Ecumenical Edu-

cation Landscape
• Travail.Suisse Formation TSF

Federal funding for cantonal 
programmes for adult acquisition 
of basic skills
Article 16 CETA states that the Confed-
eration may provide funding for cantonal 
programmes for adult acquisition of basic 
skills. This funding is provided under the 
terms of performance agreements. SERI 
has worked with the Swiss Conference 
of Cantonal Ministers of Education (EDK) 
and professional organisations to establish 
a common set of strategic objectives to 
help adults to acquire basic skills through 
cantonal programmes. In the period im-
mediately following entry into force of 
the Continuing Education and Training 
Act, the aim will be to identify, establish 
or redesign cantonal support structures. 

SERI Performance Agreement on Federal Funding of Cantonal Programmes
to Help Adults to Acquire Basic Skills (2017–2020)

Appenzell 
Ausserrhoden

Appenzell 
Innerrhoden

Aargau
Basel-
Landschaft

Basel-Stadt

Bern

Fribourg

Genève

Glarus

Graubünden

Jura

Luzern

Neuchâtel

Nidwalden

Obwalden

St. Gallen

Schaffhausen

Schwyz

Solothurn

Ticino

Thurgau

Uri

Valais 

Vaud

Zug

Zürich 

commitment not   yet    decided renouncement
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Here, the aim is to adopt a coherent ap-
proach whereby adults wishing to acquire 
basic skills will be able to find local courses 
satisfying those needs no matter where 
they are in Switzerland. This approach 
should also result in higher participation 
levels.For the period 2017–2020, SERI 
has a total budget of CHF 15 million for 
cantonal programmes for adult acquisi-
tion of basic skills. This funding will be 
distributed in annual tranches (2017: 
CHF 1.9 million, 2018: 4 million, 2019: 
4.3 million and 2020: CHF 4.8 million) to 
be divided up among the cantons on the 
basis of the population aged 25 and up in 
each canton. A total of 18 cantons have 
agreed to sign performance agreements 
with SERI for the period 2017–2020. 
Three other cantons will reach a decision 
later on this year. Five cantons have decid-
ed not to sign a performance agreement 
with SERI.

Contact
Adult education organisations:
Andrea Ernst, SERI
Deputy Head of Subsidies and Project 
Support Section
  +41 58 462 28 11
  andrea.ernst@sbfi.admin.ch 

Cantonal programmes for adult 
acquisition of basic skills:
Priska Widmer
Project Manager, Subsidies and Project 
Support Section
  +41 58 460 84 75
  priska.widmer@sbfi.admin.ch 

Policy area research on CET:
Theres Kuratli, SERI
Project Manager, CET and Projects 
Section
  +41 58 464 20 86
  theres.kuratli@sbfi.admin.ch 

Further information
About Swiss CET sector  
  www.sbfi.admin.ch/weiterbildung

Federal policy research
If necessary, SERI may commission re-
search and development work and stud-
ies on adult education. Depending on the 
scope of the work to be done, contracts 
will be awarded by a public call for ten-
ders, by invitation or directly. 

SERI also has the option of submitting 
relevant research projects relating to the 
following topics:
• Social disparities affecting access to 

adult education; pursuit of adult edu-
cation by the elderly

• Recognition of adult education and in-
formal learning towards acquisition of 
formal qualifications

• Adult acquisition of basic skills 

The Piz Daint supercomputer at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS) in Lugano has been the most powerful super-
computer in Europe since 2013. An extensive hardware upgrade at the end of 2016 has now more than tripled its performance.
Piz Daint is now the fastest computer outside Asia, with a theoretical peak performance of 25.3 petaflops, as confirmed by ETH 
Zurich at the international ISC High Performance event held in Frankfurt in mid-June 2017. More details can be found here: 
www.cscs.ch. Photo: CSCS

ERI I PHOTO OF THE MONTH
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Each year the Swiss Confederation awards Government Excellence Scholarships to foreign researchers and artists. 
These scholarships are intended for young researchers from abroad who have completed a master’s degree or PhD and 
for foreign artists holding a bachelor’s degree. They also promote international exchange and research cooperation 
between Switzerland and over 180 other countries.

Swiss Government Excellence Scholarships for Foreign Scholars and Artists, 
in fi gures 

Around 260 newly awarded scholarships for the 2017-2018
academic year

Overview of key aspects
Around 1,200 candidates submitted their 
applications to a Swiss embassy for the 
academic year 2017-2018. Of these ap-
plications, the Federal Commission for 
Scholarships for Foreign Students (FCS) 
selected a total of 256 in the spring of 
2017 to be awarded the scholarship. In 
addition, the FCS authorised extensions 
of up to twelve months to 136 existing 
scholarship holders. Each scholarship re-
cipient is guided and supervised by a Pro-
fessor at a Swiss higher education institu-
tion. A total of just under CHF 10 million 
has been earmarked for scholarships for 
the year 2017.

Number of applications and newly awarded FCS scholarships since 2002
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Applications Newly awarded scholarships

Distribution of newly awarded FCS 
scholarships in 2017 by field of study

37%

9%

28%

26%

Art

Humanities and social sciences

Biology and medicine

Mathematics, natural science and 
engineering

Guidance and supervision of scholarship recipients

Each scholarship recipient is guided and supervised by a Professor at a Swiss 
higher education institution.
In addition to the 256 newly awarded scholarships for the 2017–2018 academic year, 
the FCS authorised extensions of up to twelve months to 136 existing scholarship 
holders.  

SERI NEWS 6/17 l HIGHER EDUCATION
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Allocation of newly awarded FCS scholarships in 2017, by higher education 
institution

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

University of Basel

University of Bern
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169 FCS scholarships were awarded to foreign students wishing to attend one of 
Switzerland’s ten cantonal universities; 53 FCS scholarships were awarded for attend-
ance of Switzerland’s two federal institutes of technology; 28 FCS scholarships were 
awarded for attendance of a Swiss university of applied sciences; and 6 FCS scholar-
ships were awarded for studies at the Graduate Institute for International and Devel-
opment Studies. Most FCS scholarship holders for the 2017–2018 academic year will 
attend the University of Geneva (40), followed by ETH Zurich (28) and the University 
of Bern (27).

Distribution of newly awarded FCS 
scholarships in 2017 by type

38%

9%

20%

33%

Scholarships for Master's degree 
(up to 21 months)

Scholarships for research 
(12 moths)

Scholarships for PhD students 
(up to 36 months)

Scholarships for postdoctoral students 
(12 months)

Generally speaking, scholarships are 
awarded for a period of twelve months. 
FCS scholarships awarded at can be ex-
tended up to 36 months for PHD-level 
scholarships ant up to 21 months for art 
scholarships. In both cases, scholarship 
recipients must be backed by their su-
pervising professor in order to obtain an 
extension from the FCS.

33550000 CCHHF
Monthly scholarship

amount for postdoctoral
research scholarships

Contact
Walter Grossenbacher, SERI
Head of International Scholarships for 
Higher Education,
Higher Education Division
  +41 58 463 26 75
  walter.grossenbacher@sbfi.admin.ch

Further information 
Swiss Government Excellence Scholarships 
for Foreign Scholars and Artists: 
  www.sbfi.admin.ch/scholarships_eng

2222%%%
Success rate in 2017

Of the 1,184 scholarship
applications submitted for

the 2017–2018 academic year,
256 candidates were awarded

an FCS scholarship.

SERI NEWS 6/17 l HIGHER EDUCATION

1920 CHF
Monthly scholarship
amount for PhD-level

research and
art scholarships
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FCS scholarships are made available potential candidates in over 180 different coun-
tries. Switzerland awards scholarships to candidates from industrialised countries 
on the basis of reciprocity. For developing countries, scholarships are awarded on a 
one-sided basis. For the 2017–2018 academic year, FCS scholarship recipients come 
from a total of 80 different countries (marked blue in the chart).

FCS scholarship recipients come from eighty different countries

Application procedure

Application procedure
Candidates submit their scholarship ap-
plications at the Swiss embassy in their 
country of origin. The various Swiss em-
bassies will carry out a preliminary selec-
tion and forward the short-listed applica-
tions to the FCS.

Selection criteria
The FCS assesses scholarship applications 
according to the following three criteria:
a) Candidate profile
b) Quality of the research project or artis-

tic work
c) Synergies with academic setting and 

potential for future research coopera-
tion

Next call for applications
The next call for scholarship applications 
for the 2018–2019 academic year will be 
announced online in August 2017.

Release of programme for 180+ countries

Go to www.sbfi.admin.ch/scholarships_en early August


Call for proposals

Get the application package from the Swiss representation this September


Submission deadline at Swiss representation

Note: This date varies from country to country September–December


Selection

By the Federal Commission for Scolarships FCS by the end of May


Start of scholarship

At the Swiss academic host institution next September

FCS scholarship recipients from 
Armenia

The Swiss Embassy in Yerevan, Arme-
nia is working with a local partner, the 
Luys Foundation, to present informa-
tion about a few of the FCS scholar-
ship recipients from Armenia. The FCS 
scholarship recipients present their re-
search projects in brief interviews and 
videos here: http://bit.ly/2f0lh9n

53%
and 47%

Distribution by gender
Newly awarded FCS scholar-

ships in 2017 were fairly
equally distributed between

women (53%) and
men (47%).

SERI NEWS 6/17 l HIGHER EDUCATION
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When the Higher Education Act (HEdA) came into effect two years ago, the Swiss Conference of Higher Education In-
stitutions (SCHEI) was established as the highest policymaking body for the Swiss higher education sector. The Annual 
Report for 2016 shows that the new form of cooperation between the Confederation and the cantons in the higher ed-
ucation sector has already proven to be quite productive. In the words of Valérie Clerc, head of the SCHEI Affairs Unit 
of the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI), the mutually agreed structure is the main reason 
why an important milestone was reached in 2016: the increase in the number of degrees awarded in human medicine.

Annual Report 2016 of the Swiss Conference of Higher Education Institutions

Ground-breaking results of cooperation

What milestones did the SCHEI 
achieve in 2016?
Valérie Clerc: in the first year after the 
SCHEI was created, we mainly focussed 
on organisational aspects, establishing 
procedures and formulating the newly as-
signed tasks. The first decisions on impor-
tant issues were also reached in 2016. An 
important milestone was achieved in rela-
tion to the special programme to increase 
the number of qualifications awarded 
in the field of human medicine. Follow-
ing adoption of the popular initiative 
against mass immigration, the Federal 
Council asked the Swiss Parliament to 
set aside CHF 100 million to address the 
growing reliance on foreign workers in 
the healthcare field. This funding would 
be used to sustainably increase the num-
ber of Swiss qualifications awarded in 
human medicine. This set a highly satis-
factory process in motion: we now expect 
to see 1,350 Master’s degrees in human 
medicine awarded each year by 2025. 
That’s around 400 more Master’s degrees 
than in 2015. The Swiss Conference of 
Rectors of Higher Education Institutions 
(swissuniversities) is playing an active 
role in this by coordinating a range of 
measures aimed at ensuring successful 
implementation in Swiss tierone univer-
sities.

Decisions reached in the year 2016 on 
funding of the Swiss higher education 
sector are equally important. The new 
funding mechanism will create more 
favourable conditions for high-quality 
teaching and research and is intended to 
ensure that funding is awarded on the 
basis of uniform performance-based cri-
teria. The new funding mechanism will 
also allow common federal and cantonal 
higher education policy objectives to be 
reached.

ing content should be offered to enable 
students to face these challenges in the 
best way possible. The SCHEI will con-
tinue to pay attention to these issues in 
the future. This year, the SCHEI will also 
decide the key aspects of the swissuni-
versities mandate in preparation for the 
Strategic Plan for 2021–2024. The SCHEI 
will continue its efforts to support and 
reinforce the internationally recognised 
high performance and competitiveness 
of the Swiss higher education area. Digi-
talisation, which now affects all areas of 
society, constitutes a major challenge in 
this respect.

Contact
Bernadette Hänni, SERI
SCHEI Affairs Unit
  +41 58 462 75 55
  bernadette.haenni@sbfi.admin.ch

Further information 
Annual Report 2016 of the Swiss Con-
ference of Higher Education Institutions:
  www.shk.ch

What other priority themes does the 
SCHEI address?
Considerable attention was given to the 
topic of secondary employment of pro-
fessors. In 2015, it was legally clarified 
that the Confederation has no power to 
issue directives concerning the secondary 
employment of professors at tierone uni-
versities. Therefore, the Higher Education 
Council (HEC) asked swissuniversities to 
take stock of the current rules applied in 
the various cantons and to formulate rec-
ommendations. Once this work had been 
completed, swissuniversities produced a 
summary presentation of the relevant 
cantonal legislative provisions and made 
a series of recommendations on how 
to deal with secondary employment of 
academic staff. The HEC took note and 
recommended that the host cantons of 
tierone universities apply these recom-
mendations as they saw fit. 

Another important topic was identifica-
tion of the specific features ascribed to 
each type of higher education institution 
in Switzerland. As stated by swissuniver-
sities in a position paper, the Higher Ed-
ucation Council currently sees no need 
for additional features to be added to the 
definition of types of higher education 
institution. The features described in the 
Higher Education Act (HEdA) and in the 
accreditation guidelines are sufficiently 
stable and open for future changes to be 
made if necessary.

What are the future challenges?
Digitalisation, referred to as the ‘fourth 
industrial revolution’, was already an im-
portant theme discussed last year. Higher 
education institutions play a decisive role 
in overcoming the economic and social 
challenges created by this phenomenon. 
The question is now to determine what 
scientific basis higher education institu-
tions should establish and what teach-
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Federal research funding institutions, namely the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) and the Swiss Academies 
of Arts and Sciences, receive their federal funding from the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation 
(SERI). The corresponding performance agreements for 2017–2020 have just been signed.  

National research 

Performance agreements signed with the Swiss National 
Science Foundation and the Swiss Academies of Arts and 
Sciences

An important task of the SNSF in 2017–2020 is career support. In particular, the aim is to create more op-
portunities and provide talented researchers with the possibility of becoming independent at an early stage. 
Photo: SNSF / Martine Gaillard 

Covering four-year intervals, performance 
agreements establish the strategic perfor-
mance objectives that the SNSF and the 
Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences 
must reach in order to receive federal 
funding, as stipulated in the Research and 
Innovation Promotion Act (RIPA). These 
performance objectives are based on the 
corresponding multi-year programme for 
2017–2020 and on the Federal Council 
Dispatch on the Promotion of Education, 
Research and Innovation for 2017–2020.

SNSF: continuation of existing areas 
of funding with the addition of new 
ones
The Confederation has allocated CHF 
4.1 billion to the SNSF for the period 
2017–2020. In addition to continuation 
of existing areas of funding, mostly pro-
ject and career support, strategic perfor-
mance objectives also include a few new 
areas of funding: for example, the SNSF 

The corresponding instruments have prov-
en effective overall. For the 2017–2020 
budgetary year, these instruments need 
to be positioned more clearly and in par-
ticular provide talented researchers with 
the possibility of becoming independent 
at an early stage.

The SNSF also carries out specific pro-
grammes on behalf of the Confederation. 
Among the various activities, the SNSF in-
tends to launch a call for project proposals 
for the fifth series of national centres of 
competence in research (NCCRs). These 
NCCRs serve the purpose of conducting 
research and building research structures 
in strategically important fields of re-
search. The SNSF will also launch a new 
round of national research programmes 
(NRPs). Here, the aim is to gather knowl-
edge that can be used to approach and 
solve current social problems. 

Swiss Academies of Arts and Sci-
ences: Network of 100,000 people
The Swiss Academies of Arts and Sci-
ences include six member bodies (four 
academies and two competence cen-
tres): the Swiss Academy of Sciences 
(SCNAT), Swiss Academy of Humani-
ties and Social Sciences (SAHS), Swiss 
Academy of Medical Sciences (SAMS) 
and the Swiss Academy of Engineering 
Sciences (SATW), the Centre for Tech-
nology Assessment (TA-SWISS) and 
the Science et Cité Foundation. The 
Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences 
has an unusually extensive scientific 
network of 100,000 people. This net-
work is also cost-effective because it is 
organised according to a ‹militia›-type 
system, which is comprised of around 
160 professional societies, 100 stan-
ding committees and 29 cantonal as-
sociations.

has teamed up with the Commission for 
Technology and Innovation (CTI, name to 
be changed later to Innosuisse) to sponsor 
the ‘Bridge’ programme, which is aimed 
at transforming research findings into 
marketable innovations. Another such 
programme is intended to support assis-
tant professors on a tenure track.

Under the performance agreement with 
SERI, the SNSF will devote over half of 
the federal funding that it receives for 
the period 2017–2020 to project support 
(CHF 2.1 billion). This will allow the SNSF 
to foster competitive research at the high-
est level and contribute to the excellence 
of Swiss research in all disciplines. Contin-
ued efforts will also be made to support 
applied research.

The second largest area of funding 
for the SNSF will be career support 
(CHF 755 million over four-year period). 
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Swiss Academies of Arts and Scienc-
es: thematic priorities
The Confederation has set aside 
CHF 169 million for the Swiss Academies 
of Arts and Sciences for 2017–2020. This 
funding will be used for the main activities 
of this association, its six member bodies, 
for long-term undertakings and for the 
national support initiative ‘Personalised 
Medicine’.

The Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences 
serve as a bridge between science and 
society. They strive for and encourage 
early recognition in socially relevant areas 
such as education, research and innova-
tion. They also seek to achieve greater 
awareness and understanding of ethically 
responsible approaches to gathering and 
using research findings. Their remit also 
includes the promotion of dialogue be-
tween science and society. To this end, the 
association, together with its 300 mem-
ber organisations, is actively committed at 
the local, national and international level.

Swiss National Science Founda-
tion: support for fundamental 
research
Established as a private foundation 
in 1952, the Swiss National Science 
Foundation (SNSF) supports scientific 
research in higher education institu-
tions as well as in independent re-
search institutes. Alongside the Com-
mission for Technology and Innovation 
(CTI), it is the most important research 
funding institution of the Swiss Con-
federation. It supports fundamental 
research in all scientific disciplines, 
ranging from history and medicine 
to engineering. Each year, the SNSF 
supports over 3,200 projects involving 
around 14,800 researchers. The SNSF 
awards funding on a competitive ba-
sis to ensure the high quality of Swiss 
research.

The Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences serve as a bridge between science and society. Among other things, 
they seek to achieve greater awareness and understanding of ethically responsible approaches to gathering 
and using research findings. Photo: SCNAT

For the period 2017–2020, the Confed-
eration has set aside at total of CHF 95 
million to cover the core activities of the 
Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences. 
The following four main topics have 
been chosen: Promotion of Young Sci-
entists and Education; Sustainable Use 
of Limited Resources; Health Care System 
in Transformation; and Scientific Culture. 
The thematic work of the six member 
bodies within this association will be con-
sistently focussed on these main topics. 
An important area of focus is support for 
young scientists in the areas of science, 
technology, engineering and mathemat-
ics (STEM).

Another specific task incumbent upon 
the Swiss Academies of Arts and Scienc-
es has to do with the national support 
initiative ‘Personalised Medicine’. Coor-
dinated action and a minimum degree of 
harmonisation of various types of data 
and information systems are needed in 
order to efficiently and effectively use 

health data for research and innovation. 
During the initial development phase from 
2017–2020, the Swiss Academy of Med-
ical Sciences (SAMS) will handle overall 
coordination of this initiative.

The Confederation has also allocated 
around CHF 44 million for long-term ac-
tivities over this four-year period. This in-
cludes, for example, basic funding of the 
Information and Documentation Centre’s 
Swiss Historical Dictionary (SHD). Man-
aging a trilingual online dictionary, the 
SHD is an important independent source 
of reliable information about Swiss 
history. Other federally funded long-
term activities include the National Dic-
tionaries Project and the Swiss Political 
Yearbook. 

Contact
Nicole Schaad, SERI
Head of Research Section
  +41 58 463 59 85 
  nicole.schaad@sbfi.admin.ch

Further information
Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences:
  www.akademien-schweiz.ch 
Swiss National Science Foundation:
  www.snf.ch
Performance agreements signed with 
SNSF and the Swiss Academies of Arts 
and Sciences: 
  www.sbfi.admin.ch/nfi_foerd-
erung_e
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Switzerland gives great importance to global cooperation in education, research and innovation. In the spring of 2017, 
SERI Deputy Director Josef Widmer made an official working visit to Chile and Colombia. There he took part in various 
gatherings, including the Second Youth Meeting of the Pacific Alliance. He also visited the Atacama Desert facilities of 
the European Southern Observatory (ESO), to which Switzerland is a full-fledged member.

Education, research and innovation in Chile and Colombia

Great interest in Swiss VET in South America

The Pacific Alliance is a Latin American 
trade bloc comprised of four member 
states: Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Chile. 
Switzerland has held observer status in 
this organisation since 2013. The Federal 
Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) rep-
resents Switzerland in its dialogue with 
the Pacific Alliance. On the subject of skills 
development and innovation, the FDFA 
coordinates this dialogue with the State 
Secretariat for Education, Research and 
Innovation (SERI).  

At the Second Youth Meeting of the 
Pacific Alliance held at the end of May 
2017, Josef Widmer took part as a guest 
speaker and as a participant in a panel 
discussion. On this occasion, he presented 
the advantages and specific features of 
Switzerland’s dual-track approach to vo-
cational education and training (VET). This 
event was jointly organised by the Pacific 
Alliance and the Swiss transnational food 
and drink company Nestlé. In Latin Ameri-
ca, Nestlé has established an employment 
and training programme for young peo-
ple and supports similar initiatives in other 
parts of the globe.

Cooperation with Chile
In Santiago de Chile, discussions were also 
held with representatives of the Chilean 
government, research community and 
private sector. These meetings were held 
for the purpose of exchanging views on 
various topics pertaining to education, 
research and innovation.

In the area of innovation, Chile is currently 
in the process of joining the EUREKA In-
itiative. EUREKA is an intergovernmental 
organisation for pan-European research 
and development funding and coordi-
nation. Created by the European Com-
mission, EUREKA facilitates international 
market-oriented and industry-driven R&D 
projects. As a founding member of EURE-
KA, Switzerland welcomes Chile’s mem-
bership.

Astronomy research in the Atacama 
Desert
Josef Widmer also had the opportunity to 
visit facilities of the European Southern 
Observatory (ESO), which are located in 
the Atacama Desert in Chile. Through the 
ESO, 15 (mostly European) member states 
pool together their resources to conduct 

astronomy research. Founded over fifty 
years ago, the ESO now operates four 
unique astronomical observing sites in the 
Atacama Desert: Paranal, La Silla, ALMA 
and APEX. The prevailing arid climate 
there provides optimal conditions for ob-
servation of the starry sky. Switzerland has 
been a member of the ESO for the past 
thirty years, which has made it possible for 
Swiss astronomers to gain access to the 
world’s best research facilities in this field.

Since the year 2000, the State Secre-
tariat for Education, Research and In-
novation (SERI) has contributed around 
CHF 1 million to construction of a range 
of ESO instruments. Channelled through 
the Swiss National Science Foundation 
(SNSF), this funding helped to produce 
the very same instruments that enabled 
astronomers from the University of Ge-
neva to discover the first planets outside 
our solar system. On 26 Mai 2017, Josef 
Widmer attended the ground-breaking 
ceremony for the Extremely Large Tele-
scope (ELT), which will be built over the 
next ten years. The tremendous sensitivity 
and sharper resolution of the new 40-me-
tre telescope is expected to vastly enhance 
our understanding of the universe.

Exchanges in Colombia
The closing visit to Bogotá (Colombia) 
was devoted to discussion of coopera-
tion initiatives in the area of education, 
research and innovation. In addition to 
meeting representatives of the Colombi-
an authorities, research community and 
government-affiliated organisations, Jo-
sef Widmer visited Swiss companies in 
Colombia to discuss potential skills de-
velopment projects. These companies are 
interested in helping to improve dual-VET 
in Colombia. During the presentation of 
Swiss dual-track VET programmes, Josef 
Widmer highlighted best practices that 
individual countries could use as a source 
of inspiration when developing their own 
VET systems countries. 

Josef Widmer, SERI Deputy Director, together with Laurent Freixe, Executive Vice President Nestlé S.A., 
CEO Zone Americas and Ursula Renold, Head of the ‘Education Systems’ Research Division at ETH Zürich, 
at the Second Youth Meeting of the Pacific Alliance in Santiago de Chile.
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Interesting insights also came out of the 
visit to the Swiss school in Bogotà Cole-
gio Helvetia. Founded by Swiss nationals 
nearly 70 years ago, the Swiss School 
covers the full spectrum of primary, low-
er- and upper-secondary education. The 
730 pupils who attend this school have 
the option of obtaining both a Colombian 
upper-secondary school diploma and the 
Swiss baccalaureate. The Colegio Helvetia 
is the only Swiss school abroad offering 
education in two Swiss national languag-
es (French and German). This school is 
sponsored by the Canton of Bern and the 
Canton of Valais. Discussions touched on 
such things as the schools legal frame-
work and exchange prospects.

Contact
Béatrice Ferrari, SERI
Deputy Head of International Relations 
Division
  +41 58 462 48 58
  beatrice.ferrari@sbfi.admin.ch

Further information
International cooperation in research 
and innovation:
 www.sbfi.admin.ch/ch_int_
forschung_e

Visit to the R&D Division of Nestlé Switzerland in Santiago de Chile.

At the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile in Santiago, the Swiss Swiss delegation was given a tour 
of the Innovation Centre and the Training Centre for Technical Occupations. They also met with young 
researchers. Photo: zVg

The Figure

69 000
In the 2015/2016 academic year, just under 69,000 university students (nearly one-third of all uni-
versity students) were enrolled in a study programme in science, technology, engineering and math-
ematics (STEM) at a Swiss higher education institution. Of this total, 68% of the STEM students 
were enrolled in a tier-one university – in most cases a federal institute of technology – and 32% 
attended a university of applied sciences (UAS).

Since 2010/2011, the number of university students in a STEM-related field of study has increased 
by 21%, compared to a 10% increase for other fields of study. At Swiss tier-one universities, the 
number of students in a STEM-related field of study has risen by 20% (compared to +7% for other 
fields of study). At Swiss UAS, the increase for STEM-related fields of study was 25% (other fields 
of study: +17%).

The proportion of women in STEM-related fields of study stands at 30%, compared to 58% for 
other fields of study. However, the proportion of women varies significantly from one type of Swiss 
higher education institution to another. The proportion of women enrolled in STEM-related fields 
of study stands at 36% at tier-one universities whereas the proportion at UAS is 18%. 

There are also major differences from one field of study to another. In ‘Chemistry and Life Scienc-
es’, over half of the students are women (52%). In ‘Other STEM’ (36%) and ‘Construction’ (34%), 
women account for over one-third of the students. In ‘Engineering’ (15%) and ‘Information Tech-
nology’ (12%), we find that the proportion of women is comparatively lower.
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In mid-June 2017, the first Swiss Space Industry Days was held on the campus of the Federal Institute of Technology 
Lausanne (EPFL). This two-day event devoted to ‘Challenges and Opportunities in the era of New Space’ was organised 
by SERI’s Space Office.

Swiss Space Industry Days 2017

Rapid changes in the space industry lead to new business 
and cooperation models

Swiss Space Industry Days 2017 drew 170 
participants. The event was held for two 
reasons: first to inform the Swiss space 
community and other potentially inter-
ested parties of the various European 
institutional programmes available; sec-
ond, to enable participants to share their 
experiences and technical, industrial or 

Rapid changes in the space industry will have a great impact on industrial processes and technologies, giving 
rise to new business and cooperation models. The panel discussion brought together representatives of various 
organisations, the private sector and the public sector. Photos: Kamlesh Brocard, SERI

The Swiss space industry has a large number of new-
comers. In addition, many small-sized companies offer 
exciting products and technologies and have devel-
oped innovative approaches to solving problems. The 
Swiss Space Industry Days served as a platform, ena-
bling participants to get to know one another and ex-
change information and experiences. There were also 
numerous bilateral discussions between participants.

Several speakers from the European Space Agency (ESA) and other bodies such as the Commission for Tech-
nology and Innovation (CTI) and Euresearch took part in the event. Also in attendance were representatives of 
major space system integrators and small- and medium-sized enterprises. In addition, a dedicated networking 
platform was used to facilitate discussion of subjects of particular interest to participants and potential partners. 

economic know-how in plenary session 
or in bilateral discussions. This was all 
the more important since many of the 
companies and stakeholders that work 
in Swiss space industry do not know one 
another. Thanks to networking, they can 
now benefit from cooperation initiatives 
and the expertise of their partners.

Contact
Kamlesh Brocard, SERI
Scientific Advisor, Space Office
  +41 58 465 14 87
  kamlesh.brocard@sbfi.admin.ch

Further information 
Swiss space activities: 
  www.sbfi.admin.ch/space
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